
RE: Copyright Clarification for Article ID 730973

Nora Manager <nora.ibima@gmail.com>
Sat 10/19/2013 10:27 AM

To: Faisal, - yyyfy002 <faisal@mymail.unisa.edu.au>
Dear Author,
 
I apologize for this confusion. The ar�cle ID is 724542 en�tled: “Building a Framework for Improving Mobile Collabora�ve
Maintenance in Engineering Asset Organisa�ons”. And we will proceed with the publica�on process. You will receive a
publica�on no�fica�on once the ar�cle is published online.
 
Sincerely,
 
Nora
Managing Editor
IBIMA Publishing
 
From: Faisal, - yyyfy002 [mailto:faisal@mymail.unisa.edu.au]  
Sent: Saturday, October 19, 2013 1:44 AM 
To: Nora Manager 
Subject: RE: Copyright Clarification for Article ID 730973
 
Dear Nora,
 
I get confuse about the ar�cle ID 730973, could you please men�on it's �tle? And also I would like to report that
the ar�cle ID 724542:

Building a Framework for Improving Mobile Collaborative Maintenance in Engineering
Asset Organisations

has not been published.
 
Many Thanks,
Faisal

From: Nora Manager <nora.ibima@gmail.com> 
Sent: Saturday, October 19, 2013 2:58 AM 
To: Faisal, - yyyfy002 
Cc: Jing Gao 
Subject: Copyright Clarifica�on for Ar�cle ID 730973
 
Dear Authors,
IBIMA publishing team is in the process of editing and formatting your article ID 730973. We have noticed that the figures of
the article might have been published before.  Please make sure you remove any figures, tables, website screenshots,
graphics,..etc., from the paper from any previously published article unless you have a written permission from the publisher.
You need to obtain written permissions from the publisher to include any copyrighted material in your manuscript.  Only
mentioning the source with a reference is not enough. In case you’ve created these figures yourselves, you need to confirm
that these figures are from your own creation and we will keep a copy of your reply in file.
Once done, please send it back to me to complete the publishing process.

 
Regards,
 
Nora
Managing Editor
IBIMA Publishing
 



Publication Notification for Article ID 724542

Nora Manager <nora.ibima@gmail.com>
Wed 10/30/2013 9:55 AM

To: Faisal, - yyyfy002 <faisal@mymail.unisa.edu.au>
Cc: Jing Gao <Jing.Gao@unisa.edu.au>

Dear Dr. Faisal Syafar and Dr. Jing Gao,

Congratulations! your manuscript entitled “Building a Framework for Improving Mobile Collaborative Maintenance in
Engineering Asset Organisations,” has been published at Volume 2013 (2013), Article ID 724542, Journal of Mobile
Technologies, Knowledge & Society.

The paper has been published in the following forms:
·         Complete abstract (to facilitate citation)
·         full article text in html 
·         full article text in PDF format              
·         Full article text for Mobile Phones.
 
Your paper DOI: 10.5171/2013/724542 This was arranged for your article to ensure the highest visibility of your article
worldwide.
 
The Publication of your article has been announced worldwide on:
·         IBIMA Publishing RSS news feed: http://www.ibimapublishing.com/rss.xml
·         IBIMA Publishing Facebook: http://clicky.me/IBIMAPublishing
·         IBIMA Publishing twitter page: http://www.twitter.com/IBIMA
 
The short URL access to your article: http://tinyurl.com/lxakkdg
The full URL access your article: http://www.ibimapublishing.com/journals/JMTKS/2013/724542/a724542.html
 
The short URL can be very handy when you post your publication announcement on social networks: academic ones such
as notebookit.com, and general purpose ones such as facebook, twitter, myspace,…etc. 
                                                  
You can now promote your article worldwide in order to improve the citation and referencing rank of you work.  You can also
post a link to the journal on your personal website, blog webpage, University research list,…etc.
 
We would like to take this opportunity to congratulate you on your efforts and encourage you to consider IBIMA Publishing
for your future research work.
 
Sincerely,
 
Nora
Managing Editor
IBIMA Publishing
You can follow IBIMA Publishing news on Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/IBIMA
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